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1625 ELEVENTH AVENUE

March 28, 1995>

Re: Final Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed Diamond Hill Mine Project

Dear Reader:

The Department of Environmental Quality has adopted the draft Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for the Diamond Hill Mine Project as the final EIS. The enclosed errata and
appendices amend the draft EIS. The appendices contain the public comments, the department's
responses to public comments, and Pegasus responses to some concerns. However, none of this

additional information substantially changed the analyses contained in the draft EIS.

The department will not make a final decision on this proposed project until 15 days after the
date of this letter as provided in ARM 26.2.650(4). A public notice will be prepared and distributed
no sooner than April 12, 1996. However, the preferred alternative is described in the attached errata
(pages 1 and 3). Agency stipulations would include four items pertaining to traffic safety and one
pertaining to the protection of cultural resources located in Indian Creek Canyon that are in close
proximity to proposed road widening activities, a traffic-safety mitigation. Stipulations could be
added or altered when the final decision is made.

Pegasus Gold Corporation's proposed Diamond Hill Mill Project would be located approxi-
mately 8 miles northwest of Townsend, Montana. The development of this underground gold and
silver mine would result in expansion of the existing exploration decline and waste rock dump,
construction of an infiltration gallery, the hauling of ore to Montana Tunnels or another suitable

milling facility, and when the mine's economics permit, the development of a mill, stormwater
reservoir, and waste rock/tailings repository. The project would last 7 years and disturb a maximum
of 37.2 acres.

If you have any questions pertaining to this project and related documents, please contact the
department at P.O. Box 200901 or 1520 E. Sixth Avenue, Helena, MT 59620-0901, attention

Kathleen Johnson. Or you may contact Ms. Johnson at (406) 444-1760.

Sincerely,
mTE DOCUMENTS COLLECTION

MONTANA STATE LIBRARY
1515 E. 6th AVE.

HELENA, MONTANA 59620

JUL 03 1996

Sandra J. Olsen, Chief

Hard Rock Bureau
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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

APPENDED TO AND ADOPTING THE

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PEGASUS GOLD CORPORATION'S
DIAMOND HILL MINE PROJECT

March 1996

The Department of Environmental Quality is adopting the draft Environmental Impact Statement

(EIS) for the proposed Diamond Hill Mine Project as the final EIS as allowed under 26.2.650 ARM.
The following errata items are the result of changes necessary to respond to public comments on and

agency review of the draft EIS for the proposed Diamond Hill Mine Project. These changes are

presented in this manner because of the relatively small number of changes. The bulk of the changes

incorporated additional information about land uses and traffic. Minor modifications to Pegasus Gold

Corporation's ore hauling plan mitigated some of the traffic safety concerns submitted. Pegasus provided

additional detail regarding a road improvement plan and agreement with Broadwater County about Indian

Creek Road. The department developed a few more stipulations to address traffic safety issues and the

protection of a cultural site within Indian Creek Canyon from road improvement activities. None of this

additional information substantially changed the analyses; however, some of the traffic safety hazards

have been further reduced.

An appendix, PUBLIC COMMENTS AND CONCERNS follows the errata and contains a

compilation of the comments received during the public comment period and the Department of

Environmental Quality's responses to those comments.

ERRATA FOR THE DIAMOND HILL EIS

SUMMARY

1. PageS-7
Last paragraph, AGENCY PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE header:

Replace the paragraph with the following paragraph:

"The agency-preferred alternative is the mitigated project. This alternative would have

the greater opportunity to improve traffic safety along Indian Creek Road. However, the

development of these mitigations depends upon cooperation and agreement between Pegasus,

BLM, Broadwater County and possibly Continental Lime. DEQ prefers the traffic safety

mitigation which involves some improvements to Indian Creek Road in conjunction with

Pegasus's proposed transportation plans. Additional mitigations include restricting ore hauling

during peak traffic periods on Montana Highways 287/12, timing of truck entry to avoid convoys

on the highway, compliance with Pegasus' MOA with Broadwater County, and the stipulation

to protect the cultural resources within Indian Creek Canyon to the satisfaction of BLM. This

alternative would result in the expansion of the existing exploration decline and waste rock dump,

construction of an addition infiltration gallery, the hauling of ore to Montana Tunnels or another
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suitable milling facility, and when the mine's economics permit, the development of a mill,

stormwater reservoir, and waste rock/tailings repository."

CHAPTER 1

2. Page 8

Fourth paragraph, 5th sentence:

Insert the word "for" before the phrase "site grading."

3. Page 11

First paragraph under "Issue 1: County Economics" header:

Add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph: "This growth has outpaced the

government's ability to provide those services."

4. Page 12

Last paragraph, 3rd sentence after italicized header:

Delete the words "waste rock and" and insert the word "or" so the last phrase reads

"runon or water discharges."

5. Page 12

Last paragraph, 4th sentence after italicized header:

Insert the phrase "waste rock" after the phrase "by isolating reactive."

6. Page 16

Third paragraph

Replace the period at the end of the 2nd sentence with a comma to combine the last two
sentences into one sentence.

CHAPTER 2

7. Page 21

Last paragraph, 6th sentence:

Insert the reference "(Pegasus Gold Corp. 1996d)" at the end of the sentence ending

"...on Corbin-Wickes Road to the mill."

8. Page 25

Third paragraph after Phase II header, 2nd sentence:

Delete the phrase "in convoys of at least three trucks under Phase II."

9. Page 33

Second bullet:

Add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph: "Pegasus would inform its
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contractors who would be doing approved road improvements along Indian Creek Road (Pegasus

Gold Corp., 1996b) that the McCormick Livery and Feed Stable Sign and an historic wooden
flume in the canyon could not be disturbed during the work (Pegasus Gold Corp., 1996c)."

10. Page 34

Third bullet:

Add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph: "The county has the authority

to make these changes to Indian Creek Road on BLM lands as long as the changes occur within

the county's existing 60-foot right-of-way."

Add the following paragraphs after the third bullet:

"In order to minimize traffic hazards caused by slow-moving ore-hauling trucks entering

Montana Highways 287/12, Pegasus would restrict ore hauling between 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.,

June through September, and would ensure that trucks entered the highway singly at a minimum
of 10 minute intervals to prevent passing hazards caused by highway-speed traffic trying to pass

a long line of slow-moving trucks trying to attain highway speeds on the long uphill climb toward
Helena.

"Concerns expressed about the potential for impacting cultural resources within Indian

Creek Canyon during road widening activities has resulted in the need for an additional

mitigation. The department would stipulate that Pegasus take all necessary measures to protect

the McCormick Livery and Feed Stable Sign and the historic flume. Any activities which
potentially threaten these sites must immediately be reported to BLM so that BLM can initiate

106 consultation with the SHPO. Activities potentially threatening these sites would need to be
halted until BLM was satisfied that these sites were appropriately protected."

11. Page 35

Fourth line:

Add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph: "The construction start-up date

has not been established.

"

12. Page 35

First paragraph under "Broadwater Rod and Gun Club" heading, 1st sentence:

Replace the phrase "of land BLM leased to the county" with the phrase "of county land.

"

13. Page 38

Last paragraph, AGENCY PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE header:

Replace the paragraph with the following paragraph:

"The agency-preferred alternative is the mitigated project. This alternative would have
the greater opportunity to improve traffic safety along Indian Creek Road. However, the

development of these mitigations depends upon cooperation and agreement between Pegasus,

BLM, Broadwater County and possibly Continental Lime. DEQ prefers the traffic safety

mitigation which involves some improvements to Indian Creek Road in conjunction with

Pegasus's proposed transportation plans. Additional mitigations include restricting ore hauling
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during peak traffic periods on Montana Highways 287/12, timing of truck entry to avoid convoys

on the highway, compliance with Pegasus' MOA with Broadwater County, and the stipulation

to protect the cultural resources within Indian Creek Canyon to the satisfaction of BLM. This

alternative would result in the expansion of the existing exploration decline and waste rock dump,
construction of an addition infiltration gallery, the hauling of ore to Montana Tunnels or another

suitable milling facility, and when the mine's economics permit, the development of a mill,

stormwater reservoir, and waste rock/tailings repository."

CHAPTER 3

14. Page 40

Second full paragraph, 1st sentence, last word:

The word "oxidize" should be "oxidizes."

15. Page 49

Third paragraph 1st sentence:

Add the following reference to the parenthetical phrase "BLM 1995b."

16. Page 49

Fourth paragraph:

Insert the following sentence after the 1st sentence: "Other recreational users include

weekend miners, gold panners, rock climbers in Indian Creek Canyon, as well as bow hunters

(from Labor Day to start of regular hunting season), and fishermen going to Crow Creek."

Change the word "daus" to "days" in the last sentence.

17. Page 50

Second paragraph:

Replace the second paragraph with the following paragraph, insertions are redlined:

"The Helena National Forest's 1980 traffic data for Indian Creek Road indicate that the

average vehicle daily traffic (ADT) from May through September was 11.8 vehicles; from mid-

October through the end of hunting season in December it was 22.7 vehicles (Pegasus Gold Corp.

1995). The overall ADT was 14.2 vehicles; the highest daily volume was 56 and the lowest was
six. It is likely that existing traffic has increased significantly since 1980. Forest Service data

for Crow Creek Road,, another main access route on the east side of the Elkhorns, indicates about

40 vehicles per day during hunting season. During the week, traffic through the canyon and

above it is probably composed of people accessing mines and homesteads and checking on cattle.

There are occasional cattle drives in early summer and fall taking cattle to and from summer
grazing ranges. Weekend and seasonal traffic is greater due to recreational activities and hunting,

traffic is generally the heaviest during hunting season. Traffic below Indian Creek Canyon
consists primarily of coal trucks to and lime trucks from the Continental Lime plant as well as

commuting employees, county garbage container trucks going to the transfer station (eight to 10

trips per day), semi-trucks hauling garbage dumpsters away from the transfer station (one every

other day), and visitors to the Broadwater Rod and Gun Club (Mike Masolo, Broadwater County,

personal communication with Kathleen Johnson, DEQ, January 10, 1996). According to the
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Montana Department of Transportation, 720 vehicles a day use the lower portion of Indian Creek

Road to access existing mining operations and residential developments. Residential traffic is

expected to increase over the next several years (DOT 1996)
it

;

18. Page 50

Fourth paragraph:

Insert the following sentence at the beginning of the paragraph: "There are approximately

22 trains a day crossing Indian Creek Road approximately 320 feet west of Montana Highways

287/12."

Add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph: "Traffic turning northwest onto

the highway from Indian Creek Road has a long uphill grade to climb while reaching highway

speeds.

19. Page 49

First paragraph:

Insert the following paragraph after the paragraph:

"Within the Indian Creek Canyon is a hand-painted sign on one of the limestone walls.

The sign dates back to the late 1800s and is known as the "McCormick Livery and Feed Stable

Sign. " It was placed on the National Register of Historic Places on July 8, 1981 . There is also

an historic flume in the canyon that probably provided water to one of the historic mines or mills

in the area.

"

CHAPTER 4

20. Page 55

Second paragraph under "AIR QUALITY", 3rd paragraph:

Insert the phrase "Little or no" at the beginning of the sentence and replace the word
"and" in the phrase "mine openings and from old mine waste" with the word "or."

21. Page 56

Last paragraph, next to last sentence:

Delete the "British Columbia Acid Mine Drainage Task Force, 1988" reference from the

parenthetical phrase at the end of the sentence.

22. Page 57
Third paragraph, next to last sentence:

Correct the phrase "(limits (37.2), acres design capacities" to read "limits (37.2 acres)

or design capacities."

23. Page 58
Last paragraph, 1st sentence:

Insert the word "deeper" before the phrase "underground workings fill with water."
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24. Page 61

Last paragraph, 3rd sentence:

Insert the following sentence "However, this is not likely." after the 3rd sentence which
ends with "if inflows are great enough"

25. Page 64

Firstparagraph under "SOILS AND RECLAMATION" heading, 4th sentence:

Move the abbreviation "DEQ" from the end of the sentence and insert it before the word
"salvageability."

26. Page 68

Firstparagraph, 1st sentence:

Delete the phrase "for convoys."

27. Page 68

Second paragraph:

Add the following paragraphs after the second paragraph, but before the "Mitigated

Project" header:

"If a number of large vehicles such as ore-hauling trucks or supply vehicles were stopped

between the railroad tracks and the highway, the potential exists for a couple of unsafe situations.

The first is that if the line of traffic waiting to enter the highway was long enough to cross the

tracks, it would increase the potential for a train-vehicle collision. The county's restriction on
the use of convoys would help to reduce the potential for this type of problem. The second
situation occurs when a large number of vehicles including the ore truck are stopped on the

highway waiting to enter Indian Creek Road; the delays may be due either to a train or oncoming
traffic not allowing traffic to turn. This would create a safety hazard as vehicles in the same lane

of travel on highways 287/12 might be forced across the center line to continue at highway
speeds.

Other impacts to the flow of traffic on the highway would result from the speed
differential between the ore-hauling trucks entering the traffic stream and the travelling public

already at highway speed. As the fully loaded trucks begin their climb from a stopped position,

it would take several miles before they could reach highway speeds. The speed differential

between the trucks and other highway users would create travel delay and may impact traffic

safety as drivers of faster moving vehicles might elect to pass the slower moving trucks. The
compounded effect of a convoy entering the highway has been eliminated by the county's
restriction against Pegasus' proposed use of convoys along Indian Creek Road.
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28. Page 69

First paragraph:

Add the following paragraph after the 1st paragraph but before the heading,

AESTHETICS:

"Impacts resulting from the speed differential of slow moving ore-hauling trucks and

highway traffic already at highway speed would be minimized by restricting the movement of the

trucks during the peak traffic time and the rate at which the truck entered and traveled along the

highway. Restricting truck traffic between between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. during the months

of June to September could help minimize the potential for traffic accidents due to speed

differentials. This potential hazard would be further minimized by keeping the ore hauling trucks

a minimum of 10 minutes apart to allow for safer passing by faster traffic."

29. Page 69

First paragraph under "AESTHETIC" heading, 1st sentence:

Add the following phrase after the phrase "under alternatives": "given the reclamation

measures explained in Chapter 2 under Reclamation/Mine Closure.

"

30. Page 71

Paragraph under "CULTURAL RESOURCES" heading:

Add the following paragraph after the paragraph:

"Pegasus would limit the amount of blasting required to widen the road within Indian

Creek Canyon and do as much work as possible with equipment. A field inspection along the

road indicated that areas needing blasting were not in the direct vicinity of either the McCormick
Livery and Feed Stable Sign or the historic flume which are on BLM lands. However, Pegasus

would need to contact BLM immediately of any road widening activities which threatened the

sites, so that BLM could initiate the Section 106 process. The activities would have to be halted

until BLM determined there were sufficient addition protective measures in place or it was

determined acceptable to proceed during the Section 106 consultation. These measures would
allow protection for both sites."

31. Page 75

Last paragraph:

Insert the following sentence after the 1st sentence: "Traffic safety impacts related to the

power line construction would be mitigated by requiring pilot cars for construction equipment

(BLM 1996)."

CHAPTER 8

32. Add the following abbreviations:

DOT
MTMI

Montana Department of Transportation

Montana Tunnels Mining, Inc.
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CHAPTER 9

33. Add the following references to this chapter:

Bureau of Land Management, 1995b. Final Environmental Assessmentfor the Continental Lime,

Inc. Proposed Mine Expansion Plan in the Limestone Hills, January. EA No. MT-075-
95-07.

, 1996. Environmental Assessmentfor the Montana Power Co. 100 kV Line

to Diamond Hill Mine, January 29. EA No. MT-075-95-25.

Montana Department of Transportation, 1996. Memorandumfrom Sandra S. Straehl, Montana
Department of Transportation, to Kathy Johnson, Montana Department ofEnvironmental
Quality, March 11. Memo transmits agency's comments on the Diamond Hill draft EIS

and provides additional information about the existing traffic situation and potential

impacts.

Pegasus Gold Corporation, 1996b. Letter from Constance M. Cole, Pegasus Gold Corp., to

Sandra Olsen, Montana Department ofEnvironmental Quality, March 11. Letter submits

company's comments on the Diamond Hill draft EIS and provides a copy of the

Memorandum of Agreement with Broadwater County.

, 1996c. Letterfrom Mike Maslowski, Pegasus Gold Corp., to Broadwater

County Commissioners, March 18. Letter committing to avoiding disturbing the signs

and wooden flume in Indian Creek Canyon during road work.

, 1996d. Letterfrom John S. Fitzpatrick, Pegasus Gold Corp., to Sandra

Olsen, Montana Department of Environmental Quality, March 19. Letter responds to

concerns submitted by Montana City Schools regarding possible ore-hauling traffic

through Montana City.
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APPENDIX A

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND CONCERNS

Public participation begins as soon as a company submits an application for an operating

permit. Public notice of receipt of Pegasus' mine permit application was in the Helena Independent

Record (February 9, 16, 23, 1995) and the Townsend Star (February 8, 15, 22, 1995). In addition to

public review and comment on the application, DEQ reviewed the proposal for "completeness" to

ensure adequate information was contained in the proposal to complete the environmental analysis.

The application was determined to be complete on January 4, 1996.

At the beginning of the EIS process "scoping" is conducted. The purpose of scoping is to

compile a broad list of environmental issues related to the proposed action, and to rank these issues in

order of significance. The subsequent analyses conducted in the EIS process focus on the identified

significant issues. The Department of Environmental Quality determined the scope of the EIS during

the formal scoping period prior to the preparation of the draft EIS.

In addition to accepting written comments, a public meeting was held in Townsend on April

27, 1995, to record concerns of people interested in the Diamond Hill Mine Project. Written and
oral comments expressed at the public meeting were compiled to summarize issues and concerns.

On February 8, 1996, a draft EIS for the Diamond Hill Mine Project was released for public

review and comment. Press releases were sent to the Townsend Star, the Boulder Monitor and the

Helena Independent Record as well as several local radio and television stations to provide public

notice for persons not on the mailing list. DEQ solicited public comment on the analysis contained in

the draft EIS with the public comment period ending March 11, 1996. Eleven letters were received

during the public comment period. These letters were written by citizens, and local, state, and
federal agencies. Some of the replies simply opposed or supported the project, while others contained

more specific comments on portions of the draft EIS or requested further analysis.

DISTRIBUTION AND REVIEW OF THIS EIS

Copies of this final EIS are being provided to about 60 persons, groups, local governments,

and agencies that have expressed an interest in the Diamond Hill Mine Project. The mailing list

was compiled using the names and addresses of:

• parties who participated in the public meeting or submitted written comments;

• parties who have requested copies of the EIS;

• agencies, governments, and companies potentially affected by the proposed operation;

and

• agencies, and groups consulted during EIS preparation.
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APPENDIX A Public Comments and Concerns

The following agencies, organization, and individuals received a copy of the draft EIS:

Federal. State, and Local Agencies

Broadwater County ASCS Office

Broadwater County Commissioners

Broadwater County Library

Environmental Quality Council

Environmental Protection Agency

Jefferson County Commissioners

Jefferson County Library

Lewis and Clark County Library

Montana Department of Commerce
Montana Department of Environmental

Quality

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife

and Parks

Federal and State Officials

Montana Representative Duane Grimes

Montana Senator Mike Foster

United States Representative Pat

Williams

Montana Department of Natural

Resources and Conservation

Montana Department of Transportation

Montana Environmental Quality

Council

Montana State Historic Preservation

Office

Montana State Library

Montana Tech Library

Office of the Governor

USDA Forest Service, Helena National

Forest

USDI Bureau of Land Management

United States Senator Conrad Burns

United States Senator Max Baucus

Individuals and Organizations

Bean, Christine

Bomar, Boyd and Roberta

Boster, Geraldine

Burke, Ron
Casey, W.
Charney, Elton

Collins, Alan

Dengel, Dan
Echo Bay Exploration, Peter Mejstrich

Fidelity West Group Ltd., D.

Stambaugh

Jepson, John

Koehnke, Francis

Koehnke, Mike
LaLacheur, Eric

LCM Limited, Amy Davis Martin

McCurly, Earl

MEIC, Jim Jenson

National Wildlife Federation, Tom
France

NPRC
Pegasus Gold Corporation

Price, Hal and Olive

Sautter, Ben

Shaw, Chris

Stevenson, Yvonne
Stombaugh, Daryl

Stoner, John L.

Tyrrel, Nila

Wright, Alan



APPENDIX A Public Comments and Concerns

Copies of the final EIS may be obtained from the following person:

Kathleen Johnson

Montana Department of Environmental Quality

P.O. Box 200901

Helena, MT 59620-0901

(406) 444-1760

A copy of the EIS can also be reviewed at the following locations:

Montana Department of Environmental Quality, Helena, MT;
Broadwater County Library, Townsend, MT;
Lewis and Clark County Library, Helena, MT;
Jefferson County Library, Boulder, MT, and

Montana State Library, Helena, MT

RESPONSES TO PUBLIC COMMENTS

Commentors

The Department of Environmental Quality received eleven letters commenting on the analysis

contained in the draft EIS. All of the letters were local or regional commentors.

Two lists are provided on the following pages. The first list is an alphabetical listing of

agencies, organizations, and persons submitting comments on the draft EIS, the assigned letter

number and the assigned comment codes. The letter number is used to indicate the source of

substantive comments. The second list is an index of comment codes to facilitate finding the coded

comment and response. A subsequent section, Comments and Responses, discusses the comment

coding in greater detail.

Agency. Organization or Individuals Submitting Comments

Name Letter # Comment Code

Edwards, Patrick J. 9 Thank you for your comment

Elkhorn Cooperative Management
Area, Steering Committee

6 1AQ, 2CR, 1NW, 1RF, lTS(b), 2TS(b)

Fleming, J. Michael 2 IMS, 2MS, 2TS(a), 3TS, 4TS, 1 VN, 1WQ

Fleming, John S. 3 1AQ, 3MS, 4MS, 5MS, IRE, ISO, 2SO,

4TS, 5TS(a), 1VN, 2WQ

Jefferson County Commissioners 4 2AQ, 3SO, 6TS, 7TS

Montana City Elementary School 5 6TS
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APPENDIX A Public Comments and Concerns

Name Letter # Comment Code

Montana Department of

Transportation

7 8TS, 9TS

Pegasus Gold Corporation 10 8MS, 11TS

Stoner, John L. 1 ICR, lTS(a)

USDI, Bureau of Land Management,

Butte District Office

8 ICR, 2CR, 6MS, 7MS, 2RF, 3RF, 10TS,

2VN, 1WR

Wright, Alan 11 1HS, 5TS(b), 12TS, 3WQ

Page Numbers for Comment Codes

Air Quality

1AQ A-5

2AQ A-5

Cultural Resources

ICR A-6
2CR A-6

Health and Safety

1HS A-6

Miscellaneous

IMS A-7

2MS A-7

3MS A-7

4MS A-7

5MS A-7

6MS A-7

7MS A-7

8MS A-8

Noxious Weeds

1NW A-8

Reasonably Foreseeable

Activities

1RF A-8

2RF A-9

3RF A-9

Reclamation

IRE A-9

Socioeconomics

ISO A-9

2SO A-9

3SO A-10

Traffic Safety and

Transportation

ITS A-10
2TS A-10

3TS A-ll

4TS A-ll

5TS A-ll

6TS A-12

7TS A-12

8TS A-12

9TS A-13

10TS A-14

UTS A-14
12TS A-14

Visual/Noise

1VN A-15

2VN A-15

Waste Rock/Tailings

Repository

1WR A-15

Water Quality

1WQ A-15
2WQ A-15

3WQ A-16

Comments and Responses

The following provides DEQ's responses to substantive public comments on the draft EIS.
The comments have been taken from the letters submitted during the public comment period. All 1

1

comment letters are reprinted in their entirety after the comments and responses.
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APPENDIX A Public Comments and Concerns

The comments and responses are grouped by resource area or other topics, such as

Reasonably Foreseeable Activities. For some resources, such as water quality, comments have been

divided further into subgroups to reflect comments on similar topics. Some comments have been

grouped if they were similar in substance. Every attempt was made to present each comment

accurately. Each comment is followed by the letter number(s) of the commentor(s) providing the

comment. The letter number of each commentor is provided in the preceding section. On many

comments, more than one commentor expressed the same comment. In such an instance, several

letter numbers follow the comment. References in DEQ's responses to sections such as Surface

Water Quality, or to chapters, such as Chapter 4, refer to section in the final EIS, unless otherwise

noted. Comments are presented in italicized type and DEQ's responses in this standard type.

AIR QUALITY

1AQ Concerns were expressed about the dust that the mining (or ore) trucks would create in

the Indian Creek and Diamond Hill area, including in the canyon and on the flat

portion ofIndian Creek Road below the canyon. (3, 6)

Response: Road dust control measures regulated under the air quality permit process apply only

to the on-site roads (within the permit boundary). ARM 16.8.1401 (Montana Air

Quality Rules) states that "no person shall cause or authorize the use of any road

without taking reasonable precautions to control fugitive dust emissions." In this case,

the entity authorizing the use of the road is Broadwater County and they are, therefore,

responsible for providing reasonable dust control on the public road. Typically

counties work with the primary users of a road to manage dust control on an as-

necessary basis.

Pegasus has committed to using water or a chemical application to treat Indian Creek

Road as necessary to control dust. See page 8-1 of the Operating Permit application

(Pegasus Gold Corp. 1995a) and page 32 of the EIS. The agency has concluded that

this mitigation is sufficient to keep dust to acceptable levels. See also the response to

comment 1HS.

2AQ Northern Jefferson County has begun to experience air quality problems resultingfrom

traffic on gravel and dirt roads. The increased dustfrom heavy hauling should be

addressed in the EIS. (4)

Response: Please refer to the response to comment 1AQ. The responsible party for dust control

would again be the entity authorizing the use of the roads, in this case Jefferson

County. The only gravel roads to be travelled in hauling ore to Montana Tunnels are

the Corbin-Wickes Road and the Montana Tunnels Mine access road. Montana

Tunnels Mining Inc. (MTMI) has a plan in place with the county to control dust by

watering the roads as necessary. This program would continue (Bill Snoddy, MTMI
Environmental Director, personal communication to Patrick Plantenberg, DEQ, March

12, 1996). Adequate dust control would be maintained and additional air quality

impacts from increased ore hauling should be minimal.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES

ICR There is a hand-painted sign on one of the limestone walls within the Indian Creek

canyon. The sign dates back to the late 1800s and is known as the "McCormick Livery

and Feed Stable Sign. ' It was placed on the National Register of Historic Places on

July 8, 1981. What precautions does Pegasus proposed to assure any blasting needed

to widen the road will not affect this sign? (1, 8)

Response: Pegasus conducted a field survey along Indian Creek Road within the canyon and

determined that none of the road widening activities would occur in the direct vicinity

of the sign and other historic features such as the flume. Pegasus plans to use minimal

amounts of blasting and will try to do as much work as possible with equipment

(Connie Cole, Pegasus, personal communication with Sandi Olsen, DEQ, March 20,

1996). Pegasus will inform its contractors that the sign and flume cannot be disturbed

during the road work (Pegasus, 1996c). Nevertheless, any actions that would affect

the integrity of the sign would have to be proposed to BLM. BLM would then have to

evaluate the proposed action pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic

Preservation Act (see errata numbers 9, 10, 19 and 30(.

2CR There are several cultural properties, including an historic "flume " in the Indian Creek

Canyon, located along Indian Creek Road on BLM land. What precautions does

Pegasus proposed to ensure road upgrading activities, such as blasting, will not affect

these properties? (6, 8)

Response: See response to 2CR above.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

1HS Does the dustfrom crushed limestone in small or large quantities have any kind of

effect on or reaction to people? (11)

Response: Crushed calcium carbonate (limestone) from the Continental Lime Inc. deposit has

been extensively characterized by the mining company to produce Materials Handling

Safety Data Sheets for their workers and users of their products. Environmental

hazards from rock crushing operations are usually related to the silica contents as silica

has been shown to be a hazard which can cause respiratory problems. The limestone

at Continental lime has less than 1/2 percent silica content. Continental Lime Inc.

employees (who are exposed to more dust than users or residences along the access

road) are regularly monitored by Mine Health and Safety Administration for silica

levels. The mining company has never had an employee that exceeded silica levels in

the monitoring program for 13 years (Elton Chorney, Manager, Continental Lime Inc.,

personal communication to Patrick Plantenberg, DEQ, March 14, 1996.)
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MISCELLANEOUS

IMS Why let an out-of-state company inconvenience many Montanans? (2)

Response: Statuary standards for decision making do not include "residency" requirements.

2MS Why not wait until the 1872 Mining Law can be revised by Congress so that royalties

can be assessedfrom Pegasus? (3)

Response: Mine permit applications are processed as they are received unless there is a legal

reason to delay processing. This project is being evaluated under applicable Montana

statutes. Federally-owned minerals are not affected by this project as the proposed

mine is on private property. Therefore, royalty revisions to the 1872 Mining Law
would not affect this project. Pegasus will pay local, state, and federal taxes as

required under existing law.

3MS There is no overriding needfor more gold than is being mined now. (3)

Response: Need for gold is defined by the world-wide market price for the commodity but need

can be perceived differently by different persons. "Need" is not a decision-making

criteria in the MMRA.

4MS Pegasus stockholders are not reaping the benefits ofa mine 's profits. Most of the

company 's profits are invested in core drilling and developing mines like Diamond
Hill. (3)

Response: Thank you for your comment.

5MS IfPegasus decides to extend the mine 's life, it will probably end up as an open-pit

mine with an on-site mill. (3)

Response: There is no possibility that the deposit will be mined from an open pit due to the

vertical pipe configuration of the deposit. To mine more ore, the operator would have

to mine to greater underground depths lengthening the decline.

Pegasus may not modify its mine plan without submitting an application for revision

that would be subject to agency and public reviews pursuant to MEPA.

6MS Editorial comments provided. (8)

Response: The corrections have been made to the final EIS.

7MS Several portions and aspects of the proposed operation show as directly abutting the

adjacent BLM-administered land. This probably increases the possibility of unintended

off-site impact to the ELM land. (8)
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DEQ addressed concerns over the proximity of mining operations and the permit

boundary to BLM land in the completeness reviews conducted on the application.

Pegasus responded with changes to the proposed plan to minimize the potential for off-

site impacts to BLM surface managed lands. Should unintended off-site impacts occur,

the Department would take appropriate enforcement actions and Pegasus would be

required to mitigate the effects.

The document needs to more clearly emphasize that the corporation requested the

preparation of an EIS. The decision was not issue driven. It is therefore incorrect to

state that "...two significant issues drove the development of alternatives and
evaluation of impacts... " (10)

Pegasus did request the department prepare an EIS and has funded the preparation

through MEPA fees. The decision to prepare an EIS was not issue driven. However,
the development of alternatives is issue driven as specified in 26.2.647 ARM. Two
potentially significant issues were identified, but the only alternative developed was

associated with the issue of traffic safety.

WEED MANAGEMENT

Will Pegasus contribute to noxious weed management along the Indian Creek Road and
other alternate routes used? (6)

Yes, see page 33 of the EIS and page 8-2 of the Operating Permit application (Pegasus

Gold Corp. 1995a). Pegasus has committed to controlling noxious weeds along Indian

Creek Road by chemical spraying through a certified weed sprayer or supplying funds

to Broadwater County for them to contract a weed sprayer (Pegasus Gold Corp.

1996b).

REASONABLY FORESEEABLE ACTIVITIES

1RF The BLM recently completed an EA for expansion of Continental Lime; this was not

included in the EIS and should be discussed. (6)

Response: The EA for the Life-of Mine expansion amendment at Continental Lime Inc. prepared

by the State of Montana was cited in the EIS as (DSL 1993) on page 49 of the EIS
under the existing "Land Use and Recreation" description in Chapter 3. The Final

Environmental Assessment for the Continental Lime Inc. Proposed Mine Expansion in

the Limestone Hills is a comparable document completed by the BLM in January

1995. It was inadvertently overlooked in the citation on page 49 and has been added

to the text and to the references cited in the EIS (see errata number 15).

The distance and topography between Diamond Hill and Continental Lime are such

that no cumulative effects were identified by the resource specialists or by consultation

with BLM.

Response:

8MS

Response:

NOXIOUS

1NW

Response:
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2RF The ELM recently issued a right-of-way to Montana Powerfor a power line on January

29, 1996. No date has been submittedfor the start of construction. Please note that

the impacts of the power line were mitigated by requiring pilot carsfor construction

equipment. (8)

Response: This mitigation has been incorporated into the Cumulative Impacts section in Chapter 4

(see errata number 31).

3RF The existing Broadwater Rod and Gun Club facility is on county land, not ELM land.

The club will be filing the application in the nearfuturefor the expansion referred to

on ELM land to the north. (8)

Response: Thank you for this information. The description of the Broadwater Rod and Gun Club

facility's location has been corrected in the Reasonably Foreseeable Activities section

in Chapter 2 (see errata number 12).

RECLAMATION

IRE An on-site mill will leave a cleanup problem after the mine is closed. Planting grass

on the waste dumps will not cure the arsenic and heavy metal sludge left in the ponds.

(3)

Response: Arsenic has not be identified as a possible pollutant. Pages 4-4 and 4-6 of the

Operating Permit application and pages 31 to 32 in the EIS address sediment in ponds

and disposal methods for solid wastes. The sludge left in the ponds will be mixed with

concrete, allowed to dry, and the liner will be folded over and buried. Nothing will

be disposed on site that is not approved for disposal on the site based on solid waste

regulations in effect at the time of mill and mine closure.

SOCIOECONOMICS

ISO The influx ofminers will give businesses in Townsend a boost but it will cause

overcrowded schools and raise [property] taxes to construct new schools. (3)

Response: See page 70 of the EIS for a description of anticipated socioeconomic impacts.

Pegasus proposes hiring primarily local residents which would limit the influx of

miners. Pegasus would be working with Broadwater County to effectively mitigate

county concerns such as school crowding.

2SO The jobs at the mine, while fairly good paying, do not have many benefits. A bonus

plan does not take the place of a pension plan. A bonus is usually spent when you get

it. After 10 to 15 years at the mine, a 50- to 55-year old man will be hard pressed to

find other work. (3)

Response: Thank you for your comment. Pay plans, benefits and other personnel-related issues

are outside the scope of MEPA evaluations.
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3SO EIS completely understates the impact on the economic environment ofJefferson
County. Montana Tunnels makes a significant contribution to the county economy in

three ways: property tax dollars, jobs, and purchases of goods and services. The

mine at Montana Tunnels is in the later part of it's expected life. Would the Diamond
Hill Project allow the mill at Montana Tunnels to continue to operate beyond the life of
the current mining operation? (4)

Response: According to Pegasus, the amount of ore excavated during the short mine life at

Diamond Hill would not significantly extend the current mining and milling operations

at Montana Tunnels (Connie Cole, Pegasus, personal communication with Kathy

Johnson, DEQ, March 15, 1996). At the current production rate at the Montana
Tunnels mill, the ore reserves at Diamond Hill would add less than one year to mill

life at Montana Tunnels. However, the volume of ore from Diamond Hill would not

be sufficient to solely support the mill at Montana Tunnels. If Montana Tunnels

reached the end of its mine life before Diamond Hill was mined out, then another

suitable contract milling facility would be used (Connie Cole, Pegasus, personal

communication with Sandi Olsen, DEQ, March 19, 1996).

TRAFFIC SAFETY AND TRANSPORTATION

ITS a. Require Pegasus use haul routes other than Indian Creek Road to avoid the

McCormick Livery and Feed Stable Sign painted on the canyon walls. (2)

b. Impacts of the project cannot be fully disclosed until a final plan is madefor
trafficflow to andfrom the project area. An alternate ore truck route on Black

Diamond Road and away from the Canyon is strongly encouraged. This is the only

way to minimize effects on safety and resources in the Canyon. (6)

Response: The agency did stipulate in the agency's mitigated project alternative that Pegasus look

at alternate routes during its consultation with Broadwater County and BLM.
However, the county has jurisdiction regarding use, maintenance, and upgrading the

Indian Creek Road below the proposed mine site. BLM wants only one permanent

county road through the area; earlier meetings with federal agencies led the county to

believe that a temporary use road would not be acceptable and Continental Lime was
concerned that additional traffic on the Black Diamond Mine Road would compromise
one of its air monitoring stations. It was with that viewpoint in mind that the county

preceded with an agreement with Pegasus to upgrade Indian Creek Road (James John,

Broadwater County Commissioner, personal communication with Kathleen Johnson,

DEQ, March 22, 1996). The county would have no objections to the short-term use of
Black Diamond Mine Road for ore hauling from the Diamond Hill Mine. See ICR
about the protective measures for the McCormick Livery Sign. Traffic safety is

covered under comments 5TS, 8TS, 9TS, and 10TS.

2TS a. Traffic use did not include the logging traffic coming into the Indian Creek
Roadfrom the Park Mines. It did not include trafficfrom weekend miners and people
who pan gold. It did not mention the rock climbers who use Indian Creek Canyon. It

did not mention the agricultural traffic and cattle drives in early summer and fall. It
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Response:

3TS

Response:

4TS

Response:

5TS

did not mention the bow hunting traffic which begins Labor Day and goes to the

opening ofgeneral hunting season. It did not mention the fishing trafficfrom May
through the fall which uses the Indian Creek Road as access to Crow Creek. (2)

b. The estimation of traffic during hunting season on Indian Creek Road (page

38) seems low. Forest Service datafrom Crow Creek Road (FDR No. 424), another

main access route on the east side of the Elkhorns, indicates about 40 vehicles per day

during hunting season. (6)

Thank you for your comments. This information has been added to the affected

environment descriptions for Transportation and for Land Use and Recreation in

Chapter 3 (see errata numbers 16 and 17).

Stalled or disabled trucks, including some associated with the exploration activities at

Diamond Hill, have blocked the canyon or road over the past couple ofyears. Hunters

and other recreationists would be very unhappy about and intolerant of delays by

mining traffic or traffic after going to the time and expense of arriving in the area to

get early starts. Why do hunters and other sportsmen have to be inconvenienced by

miners? IfIndian Road is used, limit use by the mine and its employees to between

10:00 p.m. and 4:00 a.m. Make the mine use another route like Black Diamond Mine
Road or going through Radarsburg. (2)

Analyzing the environmental and public safety effects of public road use are within the

scope of MEPA review. Public convenience is beyond the scope of the agency's

review. It is properly dealt with by the government entity that generally regulates road

use. However, limiting all ore hauling to night-time hours could create additional

traffic safety hazards. Also see ITS above.

The wear and tear on Highways 12/287 and 518 and Interstate 15 between Townsend
and Jefferson City by the heavy weight of the two-trailer ore haulers will cause a quick

breakdown of the road surfaces in a 10- to 15-year period. How is Pegasus going to

help with the destruction ofhighways and interstates along the ore-hauling route? The

taxes paid on the mine will not cover the money it will take to cover repair costs. (2)

The trucks hauling ore from Diamond Hill to Montana Tunnels would be required to

haul at legal load limits for the highways in question. This is required for all haulers

on these roads. Additionally, the counties receive a portion of mill levies assessed for

property taxes which are used for county road maintenance. The small volume of

additional project-related traffic is insignificant (less than 4 percent) compared to the

traffic volumes on Montana Highways 287/12 and Interstate 15. Also see 7TS.

a. Indian Creek Road has a narrow steep gradefor about 6 miles and would

need to be greatly improved to keepfrom having lives lost needlessly. (3)

b. The road in Indian Creek Canyon needs to be relocated in some areas to

ensure greater traffic safety. (11)
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Response: Pegasus has a signed Memorandum of Agreement with Broadwater County which

oudines the company's Indian Creek Road improvement plan (Pegasus Gold Corp.

1996b). Pegasus proposes to widen portions of the road within and above the canyon

within the county's right-of-way. Some blasting may be required to achieve this.

They also provided additional detail regarding traffic safety during hauling, dust

suppression and weed control. See letter at end of appendix for more details. If the

project is approved and Indian Creek Road is the approved ore-hauling route, Pegasus

will be required to comply with its MOA with the county (see errata numbers 9 and

30).

6TS What route will the ore-hauling trucks take through Jefferson County? Might the

hauling traffic opt to access Interstate 15from Highway 518 in Montana City? If so,

the convoys will pass directly by residential and commercial areas and the Montana
City School. This will create a traffic safety risk, particularly to 310 children and
other pedestrians who use the interstate overpass at Montana City. The convoys will

also contribute to traffic congestion on the overpass. How might these problems be

mitigated? (4)

Response: Highway 518 would not be used. Trucks hauling ore from the Diamond Hill Mine
would travel northwest on Montana Highways 287/12 to Interstate 15 and south on

Interstate 15 to Jefferson City (Pegasus Gold Corp. 1996d). Also see pages 21 and 67

of the EIS and Appendix B.

7TS Jefferson County roads would be used to access Montana Tunnels. Though the

maintenance ofsome of these roads is currently shared by Pegasus, the increased

weight/volume would result in potential impacts on roads, culverts, and bridges beyond
normal maintenance. How might this problem be mitigated? (4)

Response: The weight in trucks would not increase over current loads on the roads. Just the

volume of trucks would increase. Pegasus would pay their share of fuel taxes, etc. to

maintain state highways and Jefferson and Broadwater County roads. Pegasus and

Jefferson County would likely revisit their road maintenance agreement if road

maintenance became a problem.

8TS The length of roadway available to store traffic stopping on Indian Creek Road
between the railroad tracks and the intersection ofMontana Highways 287/12 is 320
feet. A convoy of three 85-foot long trucks could easily use the majority of this

available storage either leaving or returning to the mine site during a train crossing.

This would create additional riskfor other vehicles using the access road. There are

currently approximately 22 trains a day crossing the access road and 720 vehicles a
day use the road to access existing mining operations and residential developments.

Residential traffic is expected to increase over the next several years. The combination

of increased traffic and the planned three-truck convoys will tend to exacerbate a
situation where a back-up of vehicles onto the tracks may occur. This is a potentially

serious safety concern.

If the trucks return to the mine site also in convoys of multiple trucks, the limited
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storage on Indian Creek Road between the tracks and Montana Highways 287/12 could

force the trucks or other vehicles to park on the highway waiting for trains to clear the

access road. This would create a safety hazard as vehicles in the same lane of travel

on Montana Highways 287/12 would beforced across the centerline to continue at

highway speeds.

The potential congestion and safety issues could be mitigated if the multiple truck

convoys were eliminated and the ore-hauling trucks left and returned to the mine site

singly. If the convoys continue, how will the applicant address this concern. Will

there be time limitations when the trucks or convoys can travel these routes? Will

alternative routes or pull-offs be developed and used when trains are approaching this

crossing? (7)

Response: Thank you for the additional affected environment information. It has been

incorporated into the existing traffic description under Transportation in Chapter 3.

These impacts are discussed on page 68 of the EIS. However, Pegasus has been told

by Broadwater County that convoys are not acceptable (Connie Cole, Pegasus,

personal communication with Sandi Olsen, DEQ, March 19, 1996). Ore trucks will

travel from the mine to the highway shortly after being loaded one at a time. This

should help reduce the potential backup of waiting vehicles on both Indian Creek Road

and Montana Highways 287/12 (see errata numbers 10, 17 and 27).

9TS Impacts to the flow of traffic on Montana Highways 287/12 will be affected by the

speed differential between the trucks entering the traffic stream and the traveling public

already at highway speed. The northwest-bound lanes of the highway climb a long

positive grade. As the fully loaded trucks begin their climbfrom a stopped position,

they will need several miles before they could reach highway speeds. The speed

differential between the trucks and other highway users will create travel delays and

may impact the safety of this highway as drivers offaster moving vehicles will elect to

pass the slower moving trucks. This condition is likely to be exerbated if the delay is

caused by three heavy trucks entering the highway in a convoy. Have other

alternatives been explored that might reduce the impact to theflow of traffic on

Montana Highways 287/12? The elimination of the convoys would help minimize the

impact otherwise. (7)

Response: Thank you for the additional impact information. Alternatives that changed the access

route were evaluated. Specifically, please see the discussion of the Radarsburg route

on page 68 of the EIS. Ultimately, however, additional traffic is generated by the

project regardless of the route.

Broadwater County has restricted Pegasus's use of convoys (see 8TS above). Pegasus'

subsequent modification to its ore hauling plan would help minimize this impact by

having only one ore truck entering the highway at a time (see 9TS above). Two
additional agency stipulations would imposed. The first stipulation would restrict ore

hauling during the high use period - 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., June through September.

According to DOT, there is about one and a half times the traffic during this time
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period than during the hours before or after (Sandra Straehl, DOT, personal

communication with Kathleen Johnson, DEQ, March 22, 1996). The second

stipulation would require that the ore trucks were no closer than 10 minutes apart to

allow for safe passage of the slower moving truck by other traffic. These two

stipulations combined with the lack of convoys would mitigate traffic concerns about

Montana Highways 287/12 (see errata numbers 10, 18, 27 and 28).

10TS A more detailed discussion of the environmental impacts of the actual construction and
improvements to Indian Creek Road by Pegasus that are authorized by Broadwater

County need to be included. The document is silent on the environmental impacts of
the chosen access route. Issues associated with the road improvement include the

historic "narrows, " riparian zones along the live creek, and the safety of the route

itself. Some of the problems with the route include sharp turns, steep drop-offs, and

construction in unconsolidated material. It seems unlikely that some of these problems

can be accommodated with in the 60-foot right-of-way on BLM lands within the

canyon. (8)

Response: See a copy of Pegasus comment letter which includes a copy of a Memorandum of

Agreement with Broadwater County regarding the road improvement plan for Indian

Creek Road. The plan provides for widening the road both within the canyon and

above it to the mine. This would be accomplished through blading, regrading, some
blasting of rock, replacing culverts and improving drainage. All activities are

proposed to be done within the county's 60-foot right-of-way. (see errata numbers 9,

30 and Appendix B).

11TS The Operating Permit application contained a commitment to work with Broadwater

County to address traffic safety concerns on the Indian Creek Road. It is therefore

redundant to require the company to do so in a permit stipulation. (10)

Response: DEQ felt that there were other solutions to the traffic safety issue than just improving

Indian Creek Road. The agency mitigation included looking into alternate routes such

as the Black Diamond Mine Road or hauling ore via the Radarsburg Road. Both BLM
and the Elkhorn Cooperative Steering Committee believe that the Black Diamond Mine
Road is the best solution to get ore-hauling traffic out of the canyon. However,
ultimate decision rests with Broadwater County as the agency with jurisdiction over the

Indian Creek Road.

12TS Is crushed limestone a suitable road material given the amount and type ofheavy

hauling that will occur on this mountain road? Is there other material that can be

used? (11)

Response: Crushed limestone is extensively used for road construction by local residents and

county and city road departments in the Townsend area as well as other areas where
limestone quarries exist (Warren, MT; East Helena, MT; Winston, MT; Anaconda,

MT, etc.) The main Indian Creek Road to the Continental Lime turnoff is constructed

with crushed limestone and handles a significant quantity of heavy truck traffic (Elton

Chorney, Manager, Continental Lime Inc., personal communication with Patrick
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Plantenberg, DEQ, March 15, 1996). The Townsend area has few sand and gravel

operations that produce road aggregate which could be used if the limestone was not

available. Pegasus would need to ensure that the limestone met county standards for

aggregate which are based on how quickly the aggregate degrades (hardness factor)

and the percentage of silts and fines in the aggregate.

VISUAL QUALITY/NOISE

1VN The noise generated by the mine and the mining (or ore) trucks/traffic will ruin the

tranquility of the air. (2, 3)

Response: See the discussion about noise in Chapter 4, page 69.

2VN Add the following text to the end of the first sentence under Aesthetics in Chapter 4:

"given the reclamation measures explained in Chapter 2 under Reclamation/Mine

Closure (page 69). " (8)

Response: The recommended change has been made to Chapter 2.

WASTE ROCK/TAILINGS REPOSITORY

1WR Given the site conditions at Diamond Hill, why is synthetic liner proposed? This has

not been a requirement at the mines closest to Diamond Hill, Golden Sunlight and

Montana Tunnels. (8)

Response: Pegasus proposed the use of a liner on the waste rock/tailings repository. The

agencies asked the same question as the commentor in their completeness reviews and

Pegasus responded that they want to minimize their environmental risk and ensure that

they can reclaim the repository without long-term environmental maintenance. The

liner would restrict runon and precipitation from entering the repository. The

impoundment proposed by Pegasus is very different than the impoundments at the

other two mines mentioned - dry tailings versus wet tailings and a sidehill versus

valley location.

WATER QUALITY

1WQ What about water pollution? The EIS uses vague words such as "chances ofpollution

are remote or not expected", but it does not address this possibility with real world

consequences as to what Pegasus will do ifpollution does occur. (8)

Response: The potential for significant water quality impacts from this project are considered to

be so remote as to be not reasonably foreseeable, and therefore, are not discussed

further in the EIS. However, if water pollution were to occur, the company would be

liable for its remediation regardless of when it would occur. The method of

remediation would vary depending on the cause of pollution. Possible methods could

include regrading, diversion of water, revegetation, and water treatment.
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2WQ The possible expansion of the mine into an open-pit mine will cause a searchfor

underground water in an area where there is very little surface water. Large wells will

have to be drilled and the water table will be lowered drastically. This has happened

at the Montana Tunnels Mine above Jefferson City. Pegasus acquired the ASARCO
water rights and drilled a well at Corbin and on the Little Prickly Pear Creek where it

crosses under Interstate 15 south ofJefferson City. Kady Gulch water and other small

creeks above the mine are claimed. This has lead to a number ofhousehold wells that

have had to be drilled deeper. (3)

Response: There is no proposal to expand this mine into an open-pit mine (see also 5MS). It is

not reasonably foreseeable given the orientation of the ore body. If Pegasus proposed

an expansion or a revision to the Diamond Hill plan of operations it would be subject

to agency and public review according to MEPA.

3WQ A concern has been expressed about the effects crushed limestone rock used to surface

portions ofIndian Creek Road will have on the water quality in the creek. Loose

gravel and sedimentflows into the creek and degrades the creek. Continental Lime

Company had to put in a settling pond to prevent the sedimentfrom crushed limestone

eroding into the creek. How can landowners along the creek protect their land and
waterfrom the dust and runoff? (11)

Response: Crushed limestone on road surfaces would have no different impacts than runoff from

any other graveled road, and likely less impact than from an ungraveled dirt road.

Impacts to the creek would therefore be no different under any alternative, whether the

mine is developed or not. Water quality impacts are judged to be negligible from

runoff from the county road.

The mining company in cooperation with Broadwater County would build the road to

county road specifications. Best management practices including cut-and-fill seeding,

sediment control practices such as straw bales and silt fences, culvert sizing and

spacing all should be part of a standard improvement design for the road upgrade.

Sediment control could be improved over current conditions along the existing Indian

Creek road as a result.
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Letter No. 1

John L . Stoner
63 River Road
Townsend, MT 59644

February 19, 1996

State of Montana
Department of Environmental Quality
1520 East Sixth Ave.
P. 0. Box 200901
Helena, MT 59620-0901 FEB 2 1m
Attention: Kathy Johnson

Ref : Public comment period for Environmental Statement for the Diamond
Hill Mine Project.

Greetings

;

The following are my comments concerning the Pegasus Gold Corporation's
application for a mine operating permit for their Diamond Hill Mine in
the Elkhorn Mountains.

I have no concern with the mine site itself, but rather with one of the
proposed travel routes their haul trucks will use in the first two phases
of their operation to reach Highway 12/287 near Townsend.

If the full length of Indian Creek Road (mine site to Hy . 12/287) is
used then the haul trucks must pass through a narrow limestone corridor
just above the Continental Lime Plant. The use of this section of Indian
Creek Road would necessitate the use of explosives and other destructive
means to widen, enlarge, and straighten the roadway.

I want to bring to your attention that within that narrow roadway lies a
hand painted sign upon one of the limestone walls. This sign dates back
to the late 1800 's, and is known as the "McCormick Livery and Feed Stable
Sign". It was placed on the National Register of Historic Places on July
8, 1981. The damaging or destruction of this sign would be a violation of
Section 106 of the National Preservation Act.

There are two other routes the haul trucks could use. One being the Black
Diamond Mine Road, and the other by going through Radersburg via the Mud
Creek Road.

I urge you to consider this Historical Landmark when making your final
decision with possibly inserting a reguirement that haul trucks use other
routes other then that narrow portion of Indian Creek Road.

Thank you.

John L. Stoner





Letter No. 2

February 27, 1996 -^Cg/y^

.

*******

Department of Environmental Quality 1520 East Sixth Avenue***'*ou^ry
P.O. Box 200901
Helena. Montana 59260-0901 Attention: Kathy Johnson

Dear Kathy Johnson:

I wish to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
concerning the Pegasus Gold Corporation's Diamond Hill Mine Project
which raises several grave concerns to me and is incomplete in some
areas.

My first public comment is that I favor the no action alternative, and
will follow with reasons and concerns.

Let me introduce myself so you can see why I have concerns and
reservations about the above mentioned project. I am Mike Fleming,
who presently lives in Belt, Montana. 1 am a retired public school
educator. I was born, raised and educated in the Helena area and
completed college at Carroll. I began hunting in the Elkhorn
Mountains in 1945 with my father John Fleming and have continued
to hunt and fish there to date. In the 1970's my father and mother,
myself and two brothers purchased seven acres of land adjacent to

where the Silver Wave Road joins the Indian Creek road, (next to the
land presently owned by Bob Allen). This is above the proposed
Diamond Hill Mine site. We purchased this land because we love and
use the Elkhorns and the Crow Creek area. I personally use the area
for bowhunting, elk and deer hunting, horn hunting in the spring,
camping on our land with our motor home and in our camper,
fishing, four wheeling, photography and personal relaxation. We
purchased the land to get away from crowds, noise, congestion, and
for relaxation. Many of these things will be severly compromised by
the mine expansion. I was not aware of the public meeting held in

1995.

Several things were not complete in the environmental impact
statement. Traficc use didn't include the logging traffic coming into
the Indian Creek Road from the Park Mines. It didn't include traffic

from weekend miners and people who pan gold. It didn't mention
the rock climbers who use the Indian Creek canyon. It didn't



mention the agricultural traffic and cattle drives in early summer
and fall. It didn't mention the bowhunting traffic which begins
Labor Day and goes to the opening of general hunting season. It

didn't mention the fishing traffic from May through the fall that uses
the Indian Creek Road as access to Crow Creek.

If the project is approved. I too have grave concerns about traffic

safety. The Impact Statement didn't mention that two trucks going
to the Diamond Hill Mine closed traffic through the Indian Creek
canyon during the last weekend of hunting season in 1994, or the
truck that blocked the same road the Friday after Thanksgiving last

hunting season and caused traffic to detour to Radersburg.

I would like to point out that all accidents do not call for an
ambulance. My father broke his nose on Crow Creek and few years
back and couldn't have received care if he had to wait for mining
trucks, patrol cars or flagmen. I also had to have emergency room
treatment for an injured toe in 1989. but did not have ambulance
service. What if someone has a heart attack and has to wait for

clearance to use the road? This is a concern of mine having had 3
previous heart attacks. Several years ago a hunter had a fatal attack
in the Crow Creek area. So I am saying that there are several more
serious medical problems than your report suggests. My own
children have had serious allergy attacks at our campsite. When a

medical problem arises unrestricted use of the road is a necessity.

I do not feel that use of the Indian Creek road by mining trucks and
traffic is called for or is acceptable. My father has a bad back and
can't sleep on our property. We go hunting practically two days a

week from the beginning of September to Thanksgiving. We intend
to be in the mountains at daybreak. We often leave his home in

Jefferson City. Montana, at five am to reach our destination and will
be very unhappy and intolerant if we are delayed by mining trucks
or traffic after a great expense of time and money. We and other
sportsmen have been using this area since the 1940's. Why do we
have to be inconvenienced by miners? This proposal is what causes
people to join groups like the Montana Freemen or the
Environmental Rangers.

If this mine project is approved I think that a different travel plan is

necessary and that the mitigated plan is unacceptable. I could live

with the Black Diamond road proposal or the Radersberg proposal if I



had to. Another proposal would be to allow use of the Indian Creek
Road by the mine and its employees from 10:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m.

I would like to know how you get the authority, or what law says
that issues not brought up at the first meeting can't be brought up
again? That makes as much sense as "Finders keepers, losers

weepers." I have concerns about the noise ruining our tranquilty
and the dust that the mining trucks will raise.

What about water pollution? The impact statement uses vague
words such as chances of pollution are remote or not expected but it

does't address this possibilty with real world consequences as to

what Pegasus will do if pollution does occur.

Finally I have concerns about the destruction of the highways and
interstates involved. How is Pegasus going to help with this

problem?

I would like a copy of your final decisions and response to public
concerns.

s

Sincerely,

Michael Fleming /

Box 544 (

Belt, Montana 59412





Letter No. 3

Dept. of nvironmental uality
Att: Kathy Johnson

Dear Ms. Johnson:

I am writing my comments on the Pegasus Gold Corp.

Diamond Hill project northwest of Townsend and
asking that the no action alternate be the one
chosen

.

I am a native Montanan, born in Helena, Montana,
and have spent all but 5 yrs. of my life close to

Helena. The 5 yrs. out of Montan r being spent in

defense work in Seattle, Wash, and two years in

the U.S. Army in World War II.

I have fished and hunted the Elkhorn mountains
since returning to Montana in 1946, and have owned

7.75 acres, with my three sons, on the West Fork of

Indian Creek since 1976.

I will list my reasons in asking for a no action
alternate.

1. There is no over-riding nee.i for more gold than
is being mined now.

2. The stock-holders of Pegasus are not reaping
the benefits of the mines ! profits. In the last
8 or 9 yrs the price of gold has been between
350 to 414 dollars an ounce with it mostly
around the 385 to 390 range but the stock-holders
returns have not beenvery good. A good share
of the profits are invested in core drilling
and developing mines like the Diamond Hill
and Giant Hill areas.

3. The safety and dust problems of hauling ore
from the mine to where they will connect with
the County road by the Lime Company.
This road is a narrow steep grade for about 6

miles below the mine and would have to be
greatly improved to keep from having lives lost
needlessly

.

MR 0 6 799B



if. The wear and tear on ;Iwy. 12-237 St 513 and Inter-
state 15 between Townsend andlef ferson City by

the heavy weight of the two-trailer ore
haulers will cause a quick break- down of the *

road surface in a 10 to 15 year time.

I invite the people who will decide this
application to drive out to Jefferson City and
return to Helena. You will have to dodge

the pot-holes and grooves in the road. The ore

carriers from Montana Tunnels are not the only

ones causing the break-down but their heavy

loads are doing the most damage I don't think

the taxes to be Paid on this nine will recoup

the money it will take to cover the la:.age don'-.

5. The mine itself will cause air and noise

pollution and disturb wild-life in the area.

The worker traffic and ore- carriers will cause

dust and safety problems on the road to the mine.

If Pe,easus decides to extend the mine's life,

it will probably end up as an open pit mine

with an on-site 01111.

This will oause a search for under-ground water

in an area where there is very little surface

water. Large wells '.ill have to be drilled

and the water table will be lowered drastically.

This has happened at the Montana Tunnels Mine

above Jefferson City. Pegasus acquired the

ASAHCO water rights and drilled a well at Corbin

and on the Little ;rickly Pear creek where it

crosses under the Interstate aputh of Jefferson

City. Kady Gulch water and oikr small creeks

above the mine are claimed. This has led to e

lower water table in the area and a number., of

household wells have had to be drilled deeper.

An on-side mill '•ill leave a clean-up problem

after the mine is closed. Planting grass on

the waste dumps won't cure the arsenic and

heavy metal sludge left in the ponds.



At this time Pegasus Hold is trying to get the

Forest Service to provide a dump site to hold some

of their problems from the B^ale Mt. mine above

Basin.

The Zortman mine, being run by Pegasus is another
example of this.

6. The good paying job.? at the mine are given as

a reason this project should go ahead. This is

two-sided coin.

The influx of miners will give business in
Tovmsend a boost but it will cause over-crowded
schools and raise taxes to construct them.

The jobs at the mine, while fairly good paying,
do not have many benefits A bonus plan does not
take the place of a pension plan. A bonus is
usually spent when you get it.

After ten or fifteen years at the nine, a 50 to

55 yr. old man will be hard pressed to find
other work.

I think the mine's benefits are heavily outweighed
by the "oroble .is it v/ill cause.

Thank you

Jefferson City
Montana 59638





Letter No. 4

JEFFERSON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
COURTHOUSE, PO BOX H
BOULDER, MT 59632

PHONE **0£-225-4251 OR 800-366-4251 EXT. HH
FAX 40*-225-377ff

LEONARD WORTMAM. CHAIR CLENMA OB1E CHUCK NOTBOHM

March 6, 1996

Attn: Kathy Johnson r.*~*
-'

Department of Environmental Quality QQc
1 520 East Sixth Avenue |ftftR 0 ° »

yyD

P.O. Box 200901
,crvf

Helena, MT 59260-0901 oept lkv^..--

Dear Ms. Johnson:

We have reviewed the draft environmental impact statement for Pegasus Gold
Corporation's Diamond Hill Mine Project. There are several questions which the
draft EIS did not answer, nor even pose. Additionally, we feel the potential impacts
on Jefferson County have been largely overlooked and understated. We would like

to request that the final EIS include broader consideration of the effects of Phases I

and II on Jefferson County. On page 1 we notice the following: "The Phase III on-
site mill, if constructed, would operate 24 hours a day." This implies that the on-
site mill may never be constructed and that the hauling to Montana Tunnels might
continue indefinitely. Therefore, the impacts on Jefferson County may continue
indefinitely and should be more completely addressed.

In Phase II, the proposal is for 40 trucks per day in convoys of three to haul to

Montana Tunnels in Jefferson County, presumably using mostly state and county
highways. We see potential for traffic congestion and traffic safety issues arising

as a result. Yet the mitigation discussion centers on Indian Creek Road in

Broadwater County. What route through Jefferson County is this haul Traffic

expected to take? Might the haul traffic opt to access Interstate 15 from Highway
518 in Montana City? If so, the convoys will pass directly by residential and
commercial areas and the Montana City School and will create a traffic safety risk,

particularly to children and other pedestrians who use the interstate overpass at

Montana City. The convoys will also contribute to traffic congestion on the
overpass. How might these problems be mitigated? Secondly, Jefferson County
roads would be used to access Montana Tunnels. Though the maintenance of some
of these roads is currently shared by Pegasus, the increased weight/volume would
result in potential impacts on roads, culverts and bridges beyond normal
maintenance. Further, northern Jefferson County has begun to experience air

quality problems resulting from traffic on gravel and dirt roads. The increased dust
from heavy hauling should be addressed in the EIS.



Finally, it is our belief that the EIS completely understates the impact on the
economic environment of Jefferson County. Montana Tunnels makes a significant
contribution to the economy of Jefferson County in three ways: property tax
dollars, jobs and purchase of goods and services. The mine at Montana Tunnels is

in the later part of it's expected life. Would the Diamond Hill Project allow the mill
at Montana Tunnels to continue to operate beyond the life of the current mining
operation?

In general, we support this project. We believe it makes good environmental and
economic sense to utilize an existing facility such as the Montana Tunnels mill.

However, we do have the specific concerns noted above and will appreciate a
response to these questions in the final EIS.



Letter No. 5

Montana City Elementary School
Penny Koke, Superintendent
Dianne Delaney, Principal

10 McClellan Creek Road
Clancy, Montana 59634

Ms. Kathy Johnson

Department of Environmental Quality

1520 East Sixth Avenue

Helena, Montana 59260

Dear Ms. Johnson:

The Montana City School District #27 became aware this week of the

proposed Diamond Hill Mine Project. Not having the specifics on the

project at this time, I would like to ask that any possible impacts to the

Montana City Elementary School located directly South of state highway

#518 in Jefferson County be evaluated. Considering that 310 students

walk, bike or are driven by parents daily to and from school the possibility

of truck or convoy traffic passing the school is of great concern. While

there may be other potential impacts, safety of the elementary students

attending school here is our first concern. It would be helpful if the Board

of Trustees had specific information about this proposal and the

opportunity for discussion about possible mitigations.

Thank you for any consideration you can give the school children.

Sincerely,

Telephone: (406) 442-6779
FAX: (406) 443-8875 aclceived

March 8, 1996 MAR 1 1 1996

DEPT. ENVIRONMENTM. QUALITY

Penny Koke

Superintendent

cc Jefferson County Commission





No. 6

•Wildlife (SLYarK*

COOPERATIVE
MANAGEMENT AREA

ELKHORN STEERING COMMITTEE • UNIT MANAGERS • IMPLEMENTATION GROUP

March 6, 1996 CflfED

Department of Environmental Quality ^J\R 1

1

PO Box 200901

Helena, Mt 59260 a(
.,w,Wu..i^*"J

Bail* *
•
~

*

The interagency Elkhorn Implementation Group has reviewed the Draft EIS for Pegasus Gold Corporation's

Diamond Hill Mine Project. We offer the following comments.

Issues:

1. Air Quality: this description on page 13 fails to consider the potential impacts of dust and other

pollutants resulting from increased traffic in the Indian Creek Canyon and on the "flat" portion of the

Indian Creek Road; this issue should not be dismissed.

2. Cultural Resources: the description on pages 13-14 fails to consider the potential impacts on the

"rock art" panels and the historic "flume" in the Indian Creek canyon resulting from road improvements.

Reasonably Foreseeable Activities:

The BLM recently completed an EA for expansion of Continental Lime; this was not included in your
Reasonably Foreseeable Activities accounting, and should be discussed.

Effects:

1. The impacts of the project cannot be fully disclosed until a final plan is made for traffic flow to and
from the project area. We strongly encourage an alternative that routes ore trucks on the Black

Diamond Mine Road and not through the Indian Creek Canyon. This is the only way to minimize effects

on safety and resources in the Canyon.

2. We feel that tne estimation of traffic during hunting season on indian Creek Road (paye 38) is low;

we have data from Crow Creek Road (#424), another main access route on this side of the Elkhorns,

indicating about 40 vehicles/day during hunting season.

3. The air quality effects are not fully disclosed as mentioned above.

4. The cultural resource effects are not fully disclosed as mentioned above.

Mitigation:

Noxious Weed Management: Will Pegasus contribute to noxious weed management along the Indian

Cref-k (and other potential haul routes) Road?

REGION 3, MONTANA FISH, WILDLIFE & PARKS • HELENA NATIONAL FOREST
DEERLODGE NATIONAL FOREST • BUTTE DISTRICT, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT



In summary, we feel the final EIS must disclose the effects from a final transportation system/strategy,
including air quality and cultural resource effects. We encourage an alternative which separates mining traffic

from existing traffic and uses.

Sincerely,

Jodie Canfield

Elkhorn Coordinator

Chair, Elkhorn Implementation Group



Letter No.

htlf

Montana Department
of Transportation

2701 Prospect Avenue

PO Bo\ 201001
Helena \TT 59620-1001

Marc Racicot. Governor

Memorandum

To: Kathy Johnson, Environmental Specialist

Department of Envirorlmental Quality (DED)

From: Sandra S. Straehl, Program and Policy Analyst

Transportation Planning Division

Date: March 1 1 , 1 996

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

for the Diamond Hill Mine Project

The Montana Department of Transportation appreciates the opportunity to comment on
the subject draft EIS, and offers the following comments.

I

Pegasus Gold Corporation is proposing to truck ore from the Diamond Hill mine site

south of U.S. 12 near Townsend to a processing center at the Montana Tunnels site west
of Interstate 1 5. The existing haul plan proposes to send three or more 35-ton semi-
tractor trailers with pups in convoy along highways U.S. 12 and 1-15 which are both
components of the National Highway System. Access to U.S. 12 would be via Indian

Creek Road, a county maintained local access road which enters U.S. 12 at approximately
milepost 76.2. Approximately 320 feet southwest of its junction with U.S. 12, Indian

Creek Road is crossed by Montana Rail Link (MRL) tracks used at the rate of about 22
trains per day. In general, our concerns relate to the safety and functional capacity of
U.S. 12 and the traffic safety on the access road near the junction to U.S. 12. Our specific

comments follow.

Access Road Storage During Train Crossing

The length of roadway available to store traffic stopping on Indian Creek Road
between the railroad tracks and the intersection of U.S. 12 is 320 feet. A convoy
of three 85 foot long trucks could easily use the majority of this available storage

either leaving or returning to the mine site during a train crossing. This would
create additional risk for other vehicles using the access road. As noted, there are

currently 22 trains a day crossing the access road and 720 vehicles a day use the

road to access existing mining operations and residential developments.

Residential traffic is expected to increase over the next several years. The
combination of increased traffic and the planned three truck convoys will tend to

exacerbate a situation where a back-up of vehicles onto the tracks may occur.

This is a potentially serious safety concern.

If the trucks return to the mine site also in convoys of multiple trucks, the limited

storage on Indian Creek Road between the tracks and U.S. 12 could force the

4n Eoua' Opportunity Eti'p c*\e>



trucks, or other vehicles, to park on U.S. 12 waiting for trains to clear the access
road. This would create a safety hazard as vehicles in the same lane of travel on
U.S. 12 would be forced across the center line to continue at highway speeds.

These issues could be mitigated if the multiple truck convoys were eliminated and
the ore-haul trucks left and returned to the mine site singly. If the convoys
continue, how will the applicant address this concern? Will there be time
limitations when the trucks or convoys can travel these routes? Will alternative

routes or pull-offs be developed and used when trains are approaching this

crossing?

Highway Traffic Delays on U.S. 12

Impacts to the flow of traffic on U.S. 12 will be affected by the speed differential

between the trucks entering the traffic stream and the traveling public already at

highway speed. The northwest bound lanes of the highway climb a long positive
grade. As the fully loaded trucks begin their climb from a stopped position, it will

take several miles before the they could reach highway speeds. The speed
differential between the trucks and other highway users will create travel delay
and may impact the safety of this highway as faster moving vehicles will elect to
pass the slower moving trucks. This condition is likely to be exacerbated if the
delay is caused by three heavy trucks entering the roadway in a convoy. Have
other alternatives been explored that might reduce the impact to the flow of traffic

on U.S. 12?

At a minimum, we recommend that the proposed convoys of haul trucks using the
junction of U.S. 12 and Indian Creek Road be changed so that the trucks run singly. This
will minimize congestion at the railroad crossing and reduce the risk these heavy trucks
would bring to the traveling public on U.S. 12.

If any additional information is needed regarding the above concerns, you may contact
me at 444-7692 or Zia Kazimi at 444- 6233.

Patricia Saindon, Administrator, Transportation Planning Division
Carl Peil, Preconstruction Engineer, Preconstruction Bureau
Donald Dusek, Traffic Engineering Supervisor, Preconstruction Bureau
Bob Fisher, Utilities Supervisor, Right of Way Bureau
Pierre Jomini, Safety Management Engineer, Preconstruction Bureau



Letter No. 8

IN REPLY TO:

3800 (075)

United States Department of the interior

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Headwaters Resource Area

106 North Parkmont

P.O. Box 3388

Butte, Montana 59702-3388

MAR 1 1 1996

Ms. Kathy Johnson
Montana Department of

Environmental Quality
Reclamation Division
P.O. Box 200901
Helena, Montana 59601-2009

Dear Ms. Johnson:

My staff has completed a review of the draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for Pegasus Gold Corporation's Diamond Hill Mine Project. The staff
comments are below.

Editorial comments:

Page 8, fourth paragraph, half way down:
required for site grading. .

.

"

.depend on the volume of material

Page 11, Issue 1: "The continued growth in the Townsend area has placed
increasing demands on county, city, and school district services. This growth
has not kept pace with the government ability to provide those services.
Reword: This growth has outpaced the government ability to provide those
services

.

Page 38, Preferred Alternative: Replace "ASARCO's" with Pegasus? ASARCO may
appear in one other place in the document where Pegasus was meant

.

Page 40, third paragraph: "Acid is produced when pyrite oxidizes."

Other comments:

Page 34: Under "Description of Reasonably Foreseeable Activities," Bureau of

Land Management (BLM) issued a right-of-way to Montana Power for the power
line on January 29, 1996. We have not yet been told when they plan to begin
construction. On the bottom of page 75, impacts of the power line were
mitigated by requiring pilot cars for construction equipment.

Pages 33-34, Concerning the traffic issue: On February 21, 1996, we were
informed by the Broadwater County Commissioners that Pegasus

will be widening the county road through the "canyon" segment
of the Indian Creek Road beginning about March 1, 1996. The

county has the authority to allow this on BLM land as long as

they stay within their existing 60-foot right-of-way width,

Rediscover Your Public Lands



2

which they say they can do. The Broadwater County Commissioners are not aware
that any other routes, such as the Black Diamond Mine or Radersburg roads, are
still being considered. The BLM has not been contacted by Pegasus, and it
appears they are no longer interested in any alternative routes.

If the Indian Creek route is the preferred route, a more detailed discussion
of the environmental impacts of the actual construction and improvements would
strengthen the document. As it is, the document is silent on the
environmental impacts of the chosen access route. Issues associated with the
road improvement include the historic "narrows, " riparian zones along the live
creek, and the safety of the route itself. Some of the problems with the
route include sharp turns, steep drop-off s, and construction in unconsolidated
material. It seems unlikely that some of these can be accommodated within the
60-foot right-of-way.

.

Page 35: The existing Broadwater Rod and Gun Club facility is on county land,
not BLM land. The club will be filing the application in the near future for
the expansion referred to on BLM land to the north.

Cultural Resources: This document needs to address the potential for
indirectly affecting cultural resources on BLM lands in connection with the
upgrading of the Indian Creek access road. Several cultural properties are
located along the road on BLM land.

One such property of special concern is the McCormick Livery Stable and Feed
Stable sign (24BW688) . It is located on BLM land along the narrow canyon area
of Indian Creek only a few feet from the road's edge. The Livery sign is a
significant cultural property and was listed in the National Register of
Historic Places in 1981. Our understanding is that the road will be widened
in the area of the Livery sign, as well as other BLM-managed cultural
properties, using blasting materials. What precautions does Pegasus propose
in order to assure the blasting does not affect these properties?

Page 69, Aesthetics: "...would be minimal under all alternatives" given the
reclamation measures explained in Chapter II under Reclamation/Mine Closure.

Page 58, Discussion of reactive waste: Given the site conditions at Diamond
Hill, why is a synthetic liner proposed? This has not been a requirement at
the mines closest to Diamond Hill, Golden Sunlight, and Montana Tunnels.

Several portions and aspects of the proposed operation show as directly
abutting the adjacent BLM-administered land. Pegasus undoubtedly felt this
would simplify the permitting process; however, it probably increases the
possibility of unintended off-site impacts to the BLM land.

Sincerely,

1 Enclosure
1-Letter dated February 23, 1996



IN REPLY TO:

United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Headwaters Resource Area

106 North Parkmont

P.O. Box 3388 7
Butte, Montana 59702-3388

MTM83128
2800 (075)

FEB 244996

Mr. Steve McCullough
Broadwater County Commissioner
Broadwater County Courthouse
Townsend, Montana 59644

Dear Mr. McCullough:

In a recent phone conversation with Susie Williams of my staff, you advised us

that Broadwater County and Pegasus Gold will be improving the Indian Creek

county road through the "canyon" segment. As discussed, all improvements can

be completed without any action on our part, as long as they occur within the

60- foot county right-of-way. Any cuts and fills must be included in this

width.

We also understand that both the county and Pegasus are aware of the sign on

the canyon wall in sec. 32, T. 6 N. , R. 1 W, , known as the McCormick Livery

and Feed Stable Sign. This site (24BW688) is on the National Register of

Historic Places and should be protected during construction activities.

Please advise us within 3 working days of when the construction is to begin so

that I may arrange to have the site monitored.

Sincerely,

ruHJ
Merle Good
Area Manager

Mr. John Stoner
Dr. Stan Wilmoth

Montana State Historic Preservation Office
Darrell Sanders

Headwaters Resource Area Archaeologist

Rediscover Your Public Lands
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Letter No. 10

March 11. 1996

<- U S ,r, _

CORPORATION
J^/lft

Ms. Sandra Olsen, Chief

Hard Rock Bureau

Montana Department ofEnvironmental Quality -

Reclamation Division

P.O. Box 202301

Helena, MT 59620-2301

RE: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Diamond Hill Mine Project

Dear Ms. Olsen:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Environmental Impact Statement
prepared in response to Pegasus Gold's application for an Operating Permit for the Diamond Hill

Mine project. We appreciate your efforts to describe and analyze the company's proposal. We
submit the following comments for your consideration:

1
• The document needs to more clearly emphasize that the corporation requested the

preparation ofan Environmental Impact Statement. The decision was not issue

driven. As stated in the document, "DEQ and Pegasus jointly agreed to the

preparation of an EIS instead of an Environmental Assessment (EA)." It is

therefore incorrect to state that "... two significant issues drove the development of
alternatives and evaluation of impacts ..." We feel that the use of the word
"significant" to describe the two concerns listed is incorrect and portrays legal

implications that are inaccurate.

2- The Operating Permit application contained a commitment to work with

Broadwater County to address traffic and safety concerns on the Indian Creek
Road. It is therefore redundant to require the company to do so in a permit
stipulation.

Pegasus Gold has initiated several discussions with representatives ofBroadwater County
regarding improvement of traffic safety measures on the Indian Creek Road. As part of this

continuing effort, recent agreements to widen and improve portions of the road have been
reached. All the work described will be conducted along the County's deeded access to the

Indian Creek road by an approved third party contractor, and will be paid for by Pegasus. Details

of the road improvement and safety program include:

lOO NORTH PARK AVENUE SUITE 310 HELENA. MONTANA 5960 1 (406) 449-0666 FAX (406) 449-3000



Ms. Sandra Olsen

March 11, 1996

page 2

Indian Creek Road Improvements

Canyon portion of road located in Section 32, T7N, R1E:
- widen road running surface and corners by blading road bed with grader or similar

equipment

- widen three corner areas by drilling and blasting exposed bedrock

- surface road as needed with limestone or other gravel material

- widen road where possible to provide vehicle turnouts

- trim and cut vegetation along road side to provide clear views of roadway.

Portion ofroad upstream of canyon located in Section 32 - T7N, R1E, Sections 5 & 6 T6N
R1E, Section 1, T6N, R1W, and Section 36, T7N, R1W:

- widen one "hairpin" corner in the south half of Section 32, T7N, R1E. This corner may
require some drilling and blasting.

- locally widen road bed area to provide for vehicle turnouts

- blade and surface road bed with limestone or other gravel as needed

- remove bedrock outcrops in road bed by ripping or blasting. This road bed would then
be resurfaced and graded.

- blade road bed to provide positive drainage and install other drainage measures, such as
culverts, as needed.

Traffic Safety Plan

Vehicle safety along the Indian Creek road is very important to Pegasus Gold Corporation and to
provide enhanced public safety, the following plan is proposed:

The hauling of ore would occur six days a week, Monday through Saturday. During house of
active ore hauling, flaggers will be posted at the downstream and upstream entrances to the
canyon. The flaggers will be in radio communication with the haul truck drivers. The flaggers
will notify other vehicles of the activity being conducted and they will ask vehicles to wait if a haul



Ms. Sandra Olsen

March 11, 1996

page 3

truck is in the canyon. Delineater posts with reflectors would be placed on the outside shoulder

of the road. Mile markers would be placed every quarter of a mile through the canyon and every

half mile along the remaining portion of the road. Warning and information signs will be placed at

the following road intersections: at the Continental Lime and Indian Creek road, the Mud Springs

- Indian Creek road and the Main Fork Indian Creek road.

Dust Suppression

The dust suppression methods that would be used along Indian Creek road will be watering of the

road way or application of an environmentally acceptable artificial binder.

Weed Control

Areas disturbed by the road improvement activities will be reseeded with an approved seed

mixture. Control of noxious weeds in the disturbed areas will be conducted by chemical spraying

through a certified weed sprayer or funds will be supplied to the Broadwater County Weed
Control Board for them to contract the weed spraying.

These activities were developed as the result of road evaluations conducted by the County and

have been formalized by a Memorandum ofAgreement entered into by the parties concerned. A
finalized copy is attached.

Please contact me ifyou have any questions regarding the information provided above.

Sincerely,

Constance M. Cole

Enc. as stated

cc: Bill Banning

Rolin Erickson

Mike Maslowski





PEGASUS GOLD CORPORATION

DIAMOND HILL PROJECT
P.O. Box 1340 Townsend, Montana 59644 406-266-3895

February 20, 1996

Broadwater County Commissioners

515 Broadway

Courthouse Building

Townsend, MT 59644

Dear Commissioners:

Pegasus Gold Corporation intends to widen and improve portions ofthe Indian Creek road to

allow for a safer and more efficient method oftransportation for haul trucks and other mine
related traffic to and from the Diamond Hill mine in Broadwater County, Montana. This Consent
Agreement is provided for your approval of and consent to our program. All proposed work will

be conducted along the County's deeded access to the Indian Creek road, will be conducted by an
approved third party contractor, and will be paid for by Pegasus. Details ofthe road improvement
and safety program as follows.

Indian Creek Road Improvements

Canyon portion ofroad located in section 32 - T7N - R1E:
-Widen road running surface and corners by blading road bed with grader or similar

equipment.

-Widen three comer areas by drilling and blasting exposed bedrock.

-Surface road as needed with limestone or other gravel material.

-Widen road where possible to provide vehicle turnouts.

-Trim and cut vegetation along road side to provide clear views ofroadway.
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Portion ofroad upstream of canyon located in section 32 - T7N - R1E, sections 5 & 6 - T6N -

R1E, section 1 - T6N - R1W and section 36 - T7N -R1W.

-Widen one "hairpin" corner in the south half of section 32 - T7N -R1E. This corner may
require some drilling and blasting.

-Locally widen road bed area to provide vehicle turnouts.

-Blade and surface road bed with limestone or other gravel as needed.

-Remove bedrock outcrops in road bed by ripping or blasting. The road bed would then
be resurfaced and graded.

-Blade road bed to provide positive drainage and install other drainage measures, such as
culverts, as needed.

Traffic Safety Plan

Vehicle safety along the Indian Creek is very important to Pegasus Gold Corporation and to
provide enhanced vehicle safety the following plan is proposed.

The hauling of ore would occur six days a week, Mondays - Saturday. During hours of active ore
hauling, flaggers will be posted at the downstream and upstream entrances to the canyon. The
flaggers will be in radio communication the haul truck drivers. The flaggers will notify other
vehicles of the activity being conducted and they will ask vehicles to wait if a haul truck is in the
canyon. Delineater posts with reflectors would be placed on the outside shoulder ofthe road.
Mile markers would be placed every quarter mile through the canyon and every halfmile along
the remaining portion ofthe road. Warning and information signs will be placed at the following
road intersections; at the Continental Lime and Indian Creek road, the Mud Springs - Indian
Creek road and the Main Fork Indian Creek and West Fork Indian Creek road.

Dust Suppression

The dust suppression methods that would be used along Indian Creek road will be watering of the
road way or application of some type environmentally acceptable artificial binder.

Weed Control

Areas disturbed by the road improvement activities will be reseeded with an approved seed
mixture. Control ofnoxious weeds in the disturbed areas will be conducted by chemical spraying
through a certified weed sprayer or funds will be supplied to the Broadwater Countv Weed Board
for them to contract the weed spraying.
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Letter No. 11

March 11, 1996

RECEIVED

Kathy Johhson
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
Reclamation Division
PO Box 201601
Helena, MT 59620-1601

t

Dear Kathy:

I am responding to our meeting of March 11, 1996 about the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Pegasus Gold Corporation's
Diamond Hill Mine Project, February 1996.

Indian Creek Road:

I'm a private land owner on Indian Creek Road. The road runs
in and out of my land for approximately 2 miles. The Broadwater
County Commissioners and BLM and I have addressed relocating part
of the road but because we didn't have enough information on what
the mining company was going to do, no decision could be made. Now,
we have information on what they want to do.

The EIS Draft February 1996 indicates that Pegasus is going to
start hauling ore to facilities for processing. Phase I and II are
going to have extensive road traffic as indicated in the E.I.S.
Draft, Chapter 2. This is another road issue that can be addressed.
And if the road can be relocated in some areas to ensure greater
road traffic safety, I believe it should be seriously considered at
this time.

Proposed Road Building Material:

A concern about the large amount of crushed lime that will be
used for Indian Creek Road building material, for this same
material has been applied to the Canyon portion of the road and
over time, I have observed the quality of the creek especially when
water erosion occurs. For loose gravel and sedimentation flows into
the creek and degrades the creek.

Continental Lime Company still further downstream has put in
a sedimentation settling pond for the same material (crushed lime)
as used on the Canyon part of the road. Now if there wasn't any
problems with the lime eroding into the creek, why did they put in
the sedimentation settling ponds? If the crushed lime is applied to
the entire road up to the mine site, how do I protect my land and
the water from the dust and runoff?
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Does the dust from crushed lime in small and large quantities

have any kind of effect or reaction to people? Is this crushed lime

Serial a suitable road material with the type of heavy hauling

tha£ will occur on a mountain road? Is there other material that

can be used?

I would appreciate a immediate response to my questions.

Sincerely,

Alan Wright
PO Box 1201
Townsend, MT 59644

STATE OF MONTANA )

: ss

.

County of Lewis & Clark )

On this \^ day of Vw^ 1996 before me, a

Motarv Public for the said State, duly commissioned and sworn,

persoLl ly appeared ALAN WRIGHT known by me to be the person whose

name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged

that he executed the same.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed by

notarial seal the day 'and year in this certificate first above

written

.

iTARY PU1NOTARY PUBLIC for the State of Montana

Residing at Helena, Montanancsiuiiiy " v. , . C. c,

(SEAL) MY Commission expires -> V s \
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PEGASUS GOLD CORPORATION

DIAMOND BILL PROJECT
P.O. Box 1340 Tvwnttntk Montana 59644 406-266-3895

March 18, 1996

Broadwater County Commissioners

515 Broadway

Courthouse Building

Townsend, Montana 59644

Dear Commi&aicmeis:

This letter is a follow up to the approvil for improvements to Broadwater County's Indian Creek
road. Pegasus Gold Corporation just wants to reiterate that we will instruct the contractor, that

will be preforming the county road work, that the sign art and the remains ofthe wooden flume
through Hassd canyon cannot he disturbed. All work will be done to avoid any interference with
these items.

I will be meeting with Bob Masolo, the county road supervisor, to show him the proposed work
areas and see ifhe has any additional comments on the proposed work.

ChiefGeologist

Diamond HSl Mine
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March 19, 1996 ^ 2 J

Ms. Sandra Olsen

Montana Department ofEnvironmental Quality

P. O. Box 900201

Helena, MT 59620

Dear Ms. Olsen:

It has come to my attention that concerns regarding the Montana City school were raised during

the public comment period for the Diamond Hill Project Environmental Impact Statement. This

letter serves to inform you that trucks hauling ore from the Diamond Hill Project to the Montana

Tunnels Mine will travel from State Highway 12/287 to Interstate 15 between Townsend and

Jefferson City. This route will avoid residential areas in the vicinity ofMontana City.

Very truly yours.

John S. Fitzpatrick, Director

Governmental Affairs

cc: Bill Banning

1 0O North Park Avenue Suite 310 Helena, Montana 59601 (406) 449-0666 FAX (406) 449-3000




